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Revenue Cycle Solutions
Medical Coding
Through a philosophy of partnership
and collaboration, our experienced and
credentialed coding managers and coders
can help take your coding to the next level.
With experts in all hospital and professional
fee work types, including the highest acuity
settings, AMN Healthcare can provide
invaluable coding expertise where you need it
most.

Reach Your Peak with Expert
Coding from AMN
Ongoing, rigorous performance monitoring
and feedback through detailed weekly dynamic
dashboard helps you stay on top of everything
we do to make your medical coding the best it
can be.
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Resource Fulfillment and Planning
Nothing is more important to us than finding the right
coders with the right skills to meet your needs. It starts
with understanding. Our front-end discovery process
will help us match you with the coding managers
and recruited resources needed to meet and exceed
your expectations of a coding partner. Quarterly
performance reviews, our understanding of your
unique needs, improved workflows and efficiencies,
staff availability, and ease of contracting all make
turning to AMN a seamless coding transition that
allows for an immediate return on investment.

Proactive Quality Assurance
Coding isn’t coding the AMN way unless it’s done
right. We’ll work with you to develop a quality
policy that is right for you and then continuously
monitor results to improve compliance and reduce
your revenue risk. We believe in the growth of our
coding experts and invest heavily in the training of our
extensive pool of coders. When you turn to AMN for
your coding workforce solutions, you can be confident
we’ll always work to meet and exceed your standards
for excellence.

Connecting the Right Coders with the
Right Clients
•
•
•
•
•

Inpatient
Outpatient
Pro-Fee
Facility
Physician Practice

What makes AMN Healthcare
Revenue Cycle Solutions Different?
Unparalleled Customer Service
Exceptional customer service comes from a corporate culture
that values employee education and fosters growth within the
company. The mission is what motivates our team, and they
pass that same enthusiasm on to our clients.
Unique Consultative Approaches
Our client relationships are the backbone of our company.
We work with each client to create a customized approach,
ensuring that the specific needs of that organization are not
only met, but exceeded.
Customizable End-to-End Solutions
By offering coding, clinical documentation, case management,
oncology data, and registry solutions, we can create a
personalized group of service that will grow with a client’s
healthcare business.
Accountability, Innovation, and Integrity
Standing behind our work, finding creative solutions, and
committing to what we say are values we encourage and
spread generously to every client we serve. There’s only one
way that works for our clients to reach success, and that’s
always to do things the right way—the AMN Healthcare way.
Full Education Opportunities
We provide pre-employment evaluations for reduced hiring
costs, coding practice tools to build real experience, and
educational tools to increase and refresh each client team’s
skill sets and knowledge base.
Exceptional Cost to Value
As the leading national provider of revenue cycle and
workforce solutions, our partnerships are designed to
generate and preserve revenue. Our dedicated commitment to
high-quality and high-value service helps our clients get there.
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AMN Healthcare is the leader and innovator of healthcare workforce, staffing,
and revenue cycle services to healthcare facilities across the nation. AMN provides
unparalleled access to the most comprehensive network of quality healthcare
professionals. With insights and expertise, AMN helps providers optimize their workforce
to successfully reduce complexity, increase efficiency, and improve patient outcomes.

